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Abstract

Over the last years, the cases of reported renal diseases are increasing. The only known
permanent treatment for end-stage renal disease is a kidney transplantation. However,
there exists a dramatic shortage of donor kidneys. It makes the situation even more
di�cult that the kidneys can only be stored for a short amount of time. In this report,
an experimental set-up is constructed to detect the in�uence of ouabain on the apoptotic
process when introduced in the storage process, using model rat kidneys. The set-up
will contain the necessary surgery procedure, the storage and �xation, an optimized
staining protocol as well as the development of an evaluation procedure to determine the
Apoptotic Index. Finally, two imaging and evaluation approaches are given to detect the
di�erence between untreated and ouabain-treated kidneys.





Sammanfattning

Under de senaste åren, de rapporterade fallen av njursjukdomar ökar allt mer. Den
enda kända behandlingen för kronisk njursvikt är en njurtransplantation. Dock �nns
det en dramatisk brist på donerade njurar. Situationen blir ännu mer komplicerat
då njurarna bara kan lagras kortvarig. I den här rapporten konstrueras en experi-
mentell upplägg för att detektera in�ytandet av ouabain på den apoptotiska processen
om molekylen blir introducerat under largringen, under anvädning av modell råttnjurar.
Uppsättningen kommer innehålla den nödvändiga operationsproceduren, lagringen och
�xeringen, ett optimerat infärgningsprotokoll samt utvecklingen av en utvärderingspro-
cess för att bestämma den Apoptotiska Indexet. Slutligen kommer det att ges två olika
avbildnings- och utvärderingssätt för att bestämma skillnaden mellan obehandlade och
ouabain-behandlade njurar.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The kidney has three major functions: glucose production, hormone secretion and the
maintenance of the homoeostasis in the blood. Due to enzymes found in the kidney
cortex, the kidney can produce glucose from lactate, glycerol and glutamine. The most
noticeable hormones secreted are erythropoietin which regulates the red blood cell pro-
duction, renin which is part of a hormone system that regulates blood pressure and body
�uid balance, as well as several hormones regulating the homoeostasis in the blood. The
maintenance of homoeostasis include the balance of electrolytes, extracellular water vol-
ume, blood pH as well as the removal of plasma proteins and waste molecules into the
urine. This is achieved by the three di�erent mechanisms of �ltration, re-absorption and
secretion, done in the functional units of the kidney, the so called nephrons [1]. Even
a partial loss of kidney function can thus have great e�ect on the health of the e�ected
individual.

Each year, more people are reported to su�er of chronic kidney disease (CKD). This
is a process occurring over a longer period of time, ranging from month' to years, and is
not reversible. A�ected patients will gradually loose the function of their kidneys until
the kidneys fail completely, the so called End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD). At that stage,
the patient will need a permanent replacement therapy. Today, two di�erent replacement
techniques are used, dialysis and kidney transplantation. Dialysis is an extra-corporal
cleaning process that replaces the lost blood �ltering function of the kidneys. This
treatment must be repeated 3 to 4 times a week until a matching donor kidney is found.
A kidney transplantation is an, ideally, permanent solution where a fully functioning
kidney from a donor is implanted into the patient with renal failure. The donated kidney
takes over the function of the diseased kidneys in the recipient. However, the average
waiting time for a donor kidney amounts up to several years [2].

Kidney transplants, also called grafts, can be divided into two major groups according
to the donor. On one hand, the kidneys can be donated from a living healthy person,
so called living-donor kidneys, or they can be donated from a deceased donor, so called
deceased-donor kidneys. While living-donor kidneys are considered to be superior in
functionality, most transplanted kidneys in Europe are deceased-donor kidneys.

The major reason for the decreased functionality of deceased-donor kidneys is the
immediate onset of apoptosis, or cell death, in the kidneys after the stop in blood �ow.
Thus, the longer the kidneys are cut o� from the blood �ow, the greater the damage
will be in the organ. To reduce the rate of apoptosis, di�erent storing techniques have
been developed in the last century, all based on the reduction of cell metabolism through
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cooling.
While the di�erent storing techniques have increased the time frame from extraction

to implantation of the organ, it can not be stored inde�nitely without consequences.
Thus, after some hours or, in the case of kidneys, one to two days, it will no longer be
possible to transplant the organ and guarantee its functionality.

In this report, it will be tested if the addition of ouabain to the storage/perfusion so-
lution can further decrease the rate of apoptosis, thus allowing a longer storage time.
The main focus will lay on the construction of an experimental set-up to measure the
Apoptotic Index on oubain-treated kidney sections compared to negative control kidneys
(ouabain-untreated).

As a model for the human kidney, rat kidneys are used. For one half of the rats,
the kidneys are perfused with the standard storage solution, while the other rats will
be treated with the same storage solution containing ouabain. To introduce two further
groups and simulate a longer surgery process, half of all kidneys will later be stressed
by a shorter storage at room temperature outside of any preservation solution before
the actual cold storage. All kidneys are then stored in their respective storage solution
for 24 h before being post-processed, sectioned, stained and studied under a confocal
microscope. Here, the degree of apoptosis is determined by calculating the Apoptotic
Index (AI), de�ned as the quotient of apoptotic cells and total cell amount. Each step
of the protocol will be evaluated for its functionality and optimized to suit the necessary
purposes. At the end, two possible protocols are suggested to study the in�uence of
ouabain on kidney grafts. These protocols will di�er only in their imaging set-up and
following evaluation, dependent on the speci�c requirements on the AI values.
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Chapter 2

Background

In the following sections, a brief background of the following experimental set-up is given.
The experimental protocol described in the next chapter will contain the following major
steps, in order of usage:

1. Preparation of ouabain containing storage solution

2. Kidney extraction from rat

3. Graft storage

4. Tissue �xation and processing

5. Fluorescent sample staining

6. Sample imaging

7. Image evaluation

The most important techniques used in the protocol are described below as well as a
brief summary of the current knowledge about ouabain.

2.1 Kidney Transplantation

As mentioned previously, kidneys used in transplantations are divided into two major
groups, depending on the donor. They are either living-donor grafts from healthy donors
(e.g. relatives or friends of the recipient) or they are deceased-donor grafts. It should be
noted that 'deceased' here means either brain dead or 'death after cardiac death' (the
last is known as DCD, donation after circulatory death [3]) as the stop of blood �ow
through the body will start an immediate cell death process.

For living-donor transplantations, the extraction and implantation are made at the
same time at the same hospital or transplantation centre, thus requiring no storing. For
deceased-donor transplantations, the kidneys are often extracted at one hospital while
the recipient is situated at a di�erent hospital or centre. Thus, it is necessary to transport
the graft for some time. To slow down the cell death process, also known as apoptosis, a
conservation method is needed. Today, two major techniques are utilized; simple/static
cold storage (SCS) and machine perfusion. Both techniques are based on the reduction
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of metabolism through the cooling of the grafts to slightly above freezing temperature.
Although kidneys belong to the organs that can be stored for the longest time, they should
not be stored longer then two days [4]. Some manufacturers for the storage solution itself
recommend even shorter storage times of no longer then 23 hours [5].

The initial procedure for both methods is the same. The cold preservation �uid is
injected via the blood system by injection into the aorta. When the organ is completely
perfused, the actual extraction is started [6]. The storage now will vary with the chosen
technique. For SCS, the organ will be emerged in a sterile bag containing the same solu-
tion that was previously used for the perfusion. Outside the bag, crossed ice is placed into
a larger container to keep the temperature of both organ and �uid around 4◦C. Machine
perfusion on the other hand is a dynamic technique. Instead of immersing the organ into
the cooled solution, the �uid is continuously pumped through the organ. Although some
studies suggest that machine perfusion yield slightly better graft survival rates than SCS,
the latter technique is much simpler to use [4]. Thus, both systems are used equally often.

After donated kidneys have been extracted, they will be matched to a recipient by sev-
eral biological criteria for better survival prognosis. The main two criteria are the blood
group matching as well as the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) comparability, but there
exist various other criteria [2].

In the protocol developed later in this report, only the surgery and storage for kidney
grafts will be considered. As the procedure of storage is only relevant for deceased donor
organs, the rats will be treated as such. Thus, the kidneys will be perfused via the aorta
after euthanasia of the animals and before extraction. For the storage, the technique of
SCS will be used due to its simplicity. As the storage solution, ViaSpan (Fresenius Kabi)
is used. ViaSpan was developed and previously patented under the name University of
Wisconsin Solution, short UW solution, and is one of the most commonly used storage
solutions for SCS.

2.2 Characteristics of Ouabain and its In�uence on

Kidney Cells

The idea to add ouabain into the preservation solution for transplantation kidneys is the
result of several reports in previous years on the e�ect of this molecule on kidney cells.
Ouabain is a cardiotonic steroid similar to digitalis that is produced in the mammalian
adrenal cortex and hypothalamus [7]. It was shown in recent research that ouabain binds
to the Na,K-ATPase α subunit, resulting in intracellular calcium oscillations [8]. These
slow calcium oscillations are a direct consequence of the interaction between the ATPase
and the IP3-receptor in the presence of bound ouabain. The calcium will trigger a cascade
that will end in the enhanced transcription of Bcl-xL, an anti-apoptotic factor (compare
Figure 2.1). As a result, the cell will be protected from cell death. The e�ect of the
enhanced expression of Bcl-xL in kidney cells has been shown in [9], where both kidney
cell cultures and whole kidneys could be protected from the apoptotic Shiga toxin.

As the anti-apoptotic e�ect of ouabain is well documented, especially in kidney cells,
the steroid was added to the storage solution meant for kidney transplantation. If the
signalling pathway is not inhibited by the reduced metabolism of the cells or other mech-
anisms, ouabain -positive grafts should exhibit a lower degree of apoptosis.
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Figure 2.1: The ouabain signalling pathway.

2.3 Tissue Fixation and Processing

If one wants to study the state of biological tissue at a given point in time, it is necessary
to preserve the tissue at this point without destroying it in the process. This is done
by di�erent �xation methods. Fixation will largely preserve the tissue structure while
stopping all cellular processes.

In the following protocol, a �xation method based on formalin was used, which is
one of the standard, wide-range methods to �x whole or parts of organs. It is also the
standard �xation solution for tissues that are to be embedded into para�n at a later
step. Although no details on the process of formalin �xation are known, the general
concept is the cross-linking of proteins in the single cells. This process can later lead to
problems when conducting immuno-assays and make additional steps of antigen retrieval
necessary [10].

After the �xation, the organs are dehydrated in graded alcohol and embedded into
para�n to facilitate a thin sectioning. The sectioning of para�n blocks can then be done
on a microtome and mounted on glass slides.

2.4 Fluorescent Sample Staining - TUNEL Assay

All staining in the protocol will be done with a so called TUNEL assay. TUNEL stands
for 'Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling' and is a chemical way
of marking apoptotic cells. Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase, or TdT, is a highly
specialized DNA polymerase expressed in immature immune cells. TdT catalyses the
binding of nucleotides to the 3'-terminus, favouring 3'-overhangs.

For the used TUNEL-assay, TdT is added to the sample as well as dUTP as the
working nucleotide. One of the characteristics of apoptosis is the fragmentation of DNA,
leading among others to free 3'-overhangs. The TdT will start to add the dUTP to the
broken DNA strands, allowing room for various labelling methods utilizing the bound
UTP. For �uorescent labelling, two methods can be used; either a direct or indirect
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(a) Binding of the TdT (b) Catalysis of the dUTP-binding

(c) Bound dUTP with antigen

(d) Binding of antibody-Rhodamine com-

plex

(e) Counter-stain with DAPI

Figure 2.2: The principle of an indirect TUNEL assay on a single-stranded DNA break,
demonstrated on the used TUNEL kit.

�uorescent labelling. For a direct method, a �uorophore is bound to the UTP. For an
indirect method, the �uorophore is bound to an antibody-antigen complex which in turn
is bound to the UTP. In the later used TUNEL kit, an indirect method is applied,
using Rhodamine as the �uorophore and a Digoxigenin-Anti-Digoxigenin complex as
the binding site [11]. Additionally, DAPI will be used as a counter-stain, marking all
nuclei. The whole TUNEL principle is shown schematically for a single-stranded break
in Figure 2.2 with the staining as used later.

2.5 Sample Imaging - Confocal Laser Scanning Mi-

croscopy

All imaging in this report will be done on a confocal microscope utilizing di�erent lasers
for the excitation of �uorophores situated on the sample.

To understand the advantages of using a confocal microscope for the imaging of the
kidney sections, let us �rst consider the basic properties of such a microscope. Contrary
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to conventional wide-�eld microscopes, the excitation light in a confocal microscope is
focused on the sample to only illuminate a single point. The light emitted from the
sample is �rst collected and later focused onto a small aperture before the photons are
detected in a photon-multiplier tube. Note that the emitted light does not necessarily
have to be �uorescent light but can be re�ected light. This set-up only images one point
of the sample at a time, so it is necessary to introduce a motorized unit to change the
position of the focus on the sample repeatedly. This is done by inserting two scanning
mirrors into the exciting laser light path at the exit pupil, working perpendicular to each
other. Thus, a whole area can be recorded by changing the tilting of the scanning mirrors
over time [12], [13].

Studying the set-up more in detail, it becomes apparent that a big advantage in
this sample recording is the usage of an aperture. The smaller the aperture, the less
emitted light from an out-of-focus plane is detected. This leads to a phenomena called
optical sectioning: the pinhole size determines how deep into the sample light is detected
measured from the point of focus. As a direct consequence, changing the focus in depth
while using a matching pinhole size, it is possible to record three-dimensional stacks of
the sample.

Additionally, it can be shown that the intensity distribution, also known as point
spread function, is narrower for a confocal microscope compared to a conventional mi-
croscope. This means that it is possible to resolve objects sitting closer to each other
with a confocal microscope.

Due to the superior resolution as well as some test that were conducted using 3D
stacks, it was decided to use a confocal microscope.
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Chapter 3

Protocol Optimization and

Development of an Evaluation Routine

In the following chapter, the individual steps in the protocol are described in detail as
well as their optimization.

During the process of evaluation of the kidney slices, it was discovered that there
exists a high degree of auto�uorescence. The auto�uorescence can be divided into two
groups; one being from the cytoplasm of the single cells, the other being from sample
contamination. Due to this fact, most of the optimizations described below were made
to reduce the in�uence of the auto�uorescence on the measurements.

3.1 Kidney Retrieval

The kidneys studied were taken from male Sprague Dawley rats. The rats were anaes-
thetized with iso�urane before their abdomen was opened. The aorta was bound both
above and below both renal arteries and punctured with a needle connected to a catheter.
The aorta was now cut at the neck to exsangunine the animal. From the open end of the
catheter, cold UW solution was added by slow manual perfusion using 15 ml syringes.
In total, about 50 ml solution were perfused for both kidneys. Afterwards, the kidneys
were dissected and di�erent storage procedures started.

During the surgery, it is important to cool the UW solution continuously as the best
working temperature is between 2 and 8◦ C. For this procedure, the bag containing the
solution was kept on crushed ice during the whole surgery. Furthermore, for the ouabain
positive kidneys, ouabain dissolved in distilled water was added to one bag of UW solution
to a �nal concentration of 10 nM.

Initially, it was considered to study the storage times of 24 and 48 h. During the
evaluation, it was discovered that even after 24 h, the Apoptotic Index was about 2 %.
However, some manufacturers producing a nearly identical UW solution recommended no
storage times longer then 23 h. The low degree of apoptosis was mostly contributed to the
fact the the actual surgery only took a maximum of 15 min. Real surgeries however can
take up to hours. Due to this fact, it was instead studied how the Apoptotic Index varied
if the storage time was 24 h and half of the kidneys were stressed beforehand. Thus,
the �nal retrieval protocol was taken as: The kidneys are perfused with UW solution
either pure or containing ouabain. The �rst dissected kidney was stored directly in the
corresponding solution and put into iced water for transportation. The second kidney
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was put between two cotton pads moistened with NaCl-solution for 45 min before it was
transferred into the corresponding storage solution. For storage, about 45 ml storage
solution was used.

The storage itself took place in a cold storage room at a constant temperature of 4◦ C.
To summarize, the kidney retrieval protocol was given as:

� The rats are anaesthetized with iso�urane.

� The abdomen is opened and the aorta bound both above and below the renal
arteries.

� The ligated aorta part is punctured with a needle connected to a catheter. The
animal must now be exsangunined by cutting the upper aorta.

� Via the catheter, 50 ml cold UW solution is manually perfused into the kidneys via
the aorta. Note that half of the animals are perfused with UW solution containing
10 nM ouabain.

� The kidneys are cut out and removed from the animals. The �rst kidney was
immediately put into a tube containing about 45 ml cold storage solution. The
second kidney was put between two cotton pads, moistened with NaCl-solution, for
45 min at room temperature before being transferred into their storage tubes. Note
that the storage solution must match the perfusion solution. Thus, kidneys perfused
with pure UW solution are stored in pure UW solution while kidneys perfused with
ouabain containing solution are stored in the ouabain containing solution.

� If the place of surgery is not the place of storage, all tubes are put into a styrofoam
box containing cold water with some crushed ice. One must be careful with the ice,
as too cold water (under 2◦ C) harms both the kidneys and the storage solution.

� The storage takes then place in a cold room at 4◦ C for 24 h.

3.2 Fixation and Para�n-Embedding

After completing the cold storage, the kidneys were gently washed in PBS to remove
excess storage solution and afterwards �xated in 10 % bu�ered formalin by immersion of
the whole graft. The �xation took 20 to 21 h to guarantee complete �xation without risk
of over-�xation. Fixation times longer than a day constitute as possible over-�xation and
can result in both higher background �uorescence as well as di�culties in immunostaining
due to protein cross-linking.

As mentioned above, even with this �xation time, the auto�uorescence in the cyto-
plasm was still high. To possibly reduce the �uorescence, the �xation solution and time
were changed. The test kidneys were taken from a rat and cut into two halves along
the length. One half was �xed in formalin as before while the second half was �xed in
4 % PFA, dissolved in PBS at pH 7.4. For one kidney, the halves were �xed for 6 h (ap-
proximately equivalent to the 20 h �xation time for a whole graft) while the other halves
were over-�xated for 21 h. The halves were then embedded in para�n and sectioned in
5 µm sections. Some test sections were depara�nated, rehydrated and mounted with
a cover slip. On a confocal microscope, the sections were excited with three di�erent
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(a) Formalin, 6 h (b) PFA, 6 h

(c) Formalin, 21 h (d) PFA, 21 h

Figure 3.1: Di�erent �xation solutions and durations.

laser wavelength, two of which are later used to image both the apoptotic stain as well
as the counterstain. In Figure 3.1, the auto�uorescence can be seen for all four �xations
in the same channel that will later be used for measuring the apoptotic cells. All show
a part of the cortex containing a glomerulus as well as the surrounding tubuli. These
pictures show the signi�cant contrast between the low auto�uorescence of a glomerulus
and the high auto�uorescence of the tubuli cells. It is important to note that no staining
has taken place in these images. Thus, all high �uorescent particles are contaminations
such as remaining red blood cells. Comparing all four images, it can be seen that neither
the duration of the �xation nor the �xation solution used seem to have any signi�cant
in�uence on the intensity of the auto�uorescence. Thus, it was decided to continue with
the chosen �xation time of 20 to 21 h and and the usage of formalin.

After the �xation, the kidneys were washed gently in several steps in PBS. Afterwards,
they were cut in half along the length, put into a para�nation cassette and stored in
70 % ethanol at 4◦ C until the para�n-embedding process. If larger aggregates of fatty
tissue are found around the kidney, they should be carefully removed as it will simplify
the sectioning later on. However, the kidneys are not to be decapsulated. The para�n-
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embedding process was done automatically with several dehydration steps in graded
ethanol, xylene washing steps and �nally several immersions in liquid para�n. The
whole process took 24 h. Afterwards, the kidneys are embedded into para�n blocks and
sectioned with a rotation microtome.

To summarize, the �nal protocol was given by:

� The kidneys are removed from their storage tubes and washed gently in PBS. It is
important that control kidneys do not come in contact with PBS in which ouabain
stored kidneys have been washed in previously.

� The washed kidneys are transferred into their respective tubes containing about
50 ml formalin and remain there for 20 to 21 h.

� The kidneys are gently washed again in PBS. If necessary, larger parts of fatty
tissue can be removed but without decapsulating the grafts. They are cut into two
halves along the length and put into cassettes used for para�n-embedding. For
storage and transport, the cassettes should be placed into containers �lled with
70 % ethanol.

� The cassettes are transferred into the para�nation machine and automatically de-
hydrated and para�nated over a time interval of 24 h. Afterwards, the kidneys are
manually embedded into para�n blocks.

� Lastly, the para�n blocks are mounted onto a rotation microtome and sectioned
into 5 µm sectioned, fastened on charged glass slides.

3.3 TUNEL Staining Protocol

3.3.1 Standard Protocol

For the TUNEL staining, the ApopTag Red In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit from Mil-
lipore was used. The standard protocol recommended by the company can be described
by the following main steps:

� Depara�nization and rehydration. The slices are heated up in an oven to 65 ◦C
for 20min. After cooling them down for some minutes, they are immersed into four
changes of xylene, �ve minutes each. The para�n should now be removed from
the samples. For the rehydration process, the slices are immersed into two changes
of 99.5 % ethanol, followed by one change of 95 % and 70 % each. All steps are
carried out for �ve minutes.

� Protein digestion. To digest excess proteins from the samples as well as making
the DNA accessible, the slices are incubated with Proteinase K for 15 min at room
temperature.

� Incubation with TdT enzyme. After the protein digestion, the samples are brie�y
incubated with drops of Equilibration bu�er. This step is followed by the incubation
with the activated enzyme TdT for one hour at 37◦ C in an Immuno-chamber.
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(a) DAPI (b) Rhodamine

Figure 3.2: A resulting image in the cortex after using the protocol given by the manu-
facturer of the TUNEL kit. The left image shows the DAPI channel. It can be seen that
the nuclei are stained but the signal is not strong enough to be distinguishable from the
auto�uorescence. The right image shows the Rhodamine channel. Here, no staining can be
seen at all as the whole images only exhibits auto�uorescence, a phenomena seen over the
whole section. However, smaller dark spots can be seen under close observation, coinciding
with the DAPI staining in the �rst image.

� Incubation with the �uorophore-antibody complex. The slices are put into a Stop/Wash
Bu�er for 10 min and washed afterwards in PBS. Small drops of Anti-Digoxigenin
Conjugate in Blocking solution are added, containing the Rhodamine �uorophore.
The incubation time lasts for half an hour in the immuno-chamber at room tem-
perature in darkness.

� DAPI counterstaining. After throughout washing in PBS, the slices are put into
DAPI for one minute in darkness. One washing step is required afterwards.

� Mounting on glass cover slips. After the last washing step, the glass slides are
dried gently while drying out of the tissue sections should be avoided. On cover
slips, mounting medium is applied and put onto the tissue sections. Remaining air
bubbles can be removed by light pressure from a pair of forceps on the cover slip.

This usage instruction has been used on 5 µm sections. A sample result is displayed
in Figure 3.2. It is obvious that the image of the DAPI staining can hardly be evaluated.
Especially in areas where the auto�uorescence increases, the DAPI staining becomes
nearly invisible. The Rhodamine staining can not be seen at all, neither with exciting
laser light nor with a control Hg-lamp. Thus, the protocol as it is given cannot be used
to gain reliable information. In the following section, several changes in the protocol are
described as well as their in�uence on the image quality.

3.3.2 Variations of the Standard Protocol Used

Changing the Depara�nization Process

As we have observed, the auto�uorescence is one of the biggest hindrances for a working
protocol. Thus, it has to be determined if the auto�uorescence can be reduced by chemical
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or physical means.
As a �rst step, it was tried to increase the incubation time in xylene to eliminate

the possibility that the auto�uorescence stems from remaining para�n parts. To this
end, the incubation time for each of the 4 xylene changes was increased to 7 min. The
thus recorded images can be seen in Figure 3.3. As one can see, no noticeable change in
auto�uorescence can be observed. The better staining compared to Figure 3.2 is due to
an antigen retrieval step in the protocol described in the next part. When considering
the incubation time in xylene, it should always be considered that long incubation times
tends to dry out the tissue section, thus damaging the tissue. Hence, no prolongation of
the xylene incubation time was introduced into the staining protocol.

Another way of reducing the auto�uorescence would be to either photo-bleach the
samples by means of UV-light or the usage of Sudan Black. To photo-bleach with UV-
light was tested for short amounts of time, as long exposures are known to damage DNA.
However, no di�erence in the auto�uorescence could be seen. Sudan Black was not
tested, as it lays over the whole sample, quenching the signal of �uorophores. According
to Ref. [14], a maximum reduction in auto�uorescence by photo-bleaching is reached
after 2 hours, total quenching only with additional usage of Sudan Black. As this was
not deemed usable for the current set-up, a di�erent approach using image processing
was used as will be described in Section 3.4.

Protein Digesting

As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the overall staining is very low, especially considering the
high background �uorescence. To enhance the rate of staining, it was tried to increase the
e�ect of the protein digesting. This was tried by increasing the incubation temperature
to 37◦C. This gave no e�ect at all.

Because no e�ect of the changed protein digesting procedure could be observed, it
was considered that the �xation in formalin counteracted the digesting. Thus, an addi-
tional antigen retrieval step in the protocol was considered. Here, citrate bu�er, pH 6,
was used to slowly boil the slices. In Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the e�ect of several di�erent
boiling times is shown. Studying the DAPI channel in chronological order, it can be
seen that while the quality of the staining increases initially until a boiling time of 10
to 15 min, at longer boiling times, the staining becomes worse again and more di�cult
to distinguish from the auto�uorescence. The Rhodamine staining is more di�cult to
determine. Before evaluating the staining seen in the images, one should keep in mind
that highly �uorescent particles that have no equivalent in the DAPI channel are mostly
contaminations. Similarly, these contaminations have a tendency to build larger aggre-
gates as is seen in Panels 3.4b, 3.4f and 3.5d. Overall however, it can be seen that the
staining increases until a boiling time of 20 min after which the image quality becomes
worse again. After the study of several images and slices, it was determined that the
best results can be gained with a boiling time of 10 min. This step was added before the
incubation with Proteinase K.

Changing the Rhodamine Staining

Since the Rhodamine staining even with the antigen retrieval is still quite low, the in-
tensity was tried to increase by either a higher Rhodamine concentration or a longer
incubation time. Here, it must be taken into account that both of these actions can lead
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(a) DAPI, 5 min Xylene (b) Rhodamine, 5 min Xylene

(c) DAPI, 7 min Xylene (d) Rhodamine, 7 min Xylene

Figure 3.3: The images above demonstrate the di�erence in auto�uorescence if the incu-
bation time for all 4 changes of xylene is prolonged by two minutes each. Panels 3.3a and
3.3b show the auto�uorescence and staining with the original incubation time. The other
two panels show the images for a 7 minutes incubation time in 4 changes of xylene. Note
that the auto�uorescence itself does not change. The better staining is due to the antigen
retrieval used for these images.
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(a) DAPI, 5 min (b) Rhodamine, 5 min

(c) DAPI, 10 min (d) Rhodamine, 10 min

(e) DAPI, 15 min (f) Rhodamine, 15 min

Figure 3.4: The �rst three boiling times for an antigen retrieval with citrate bu�er. The
DAPI staining is clearly seen in the images for 10 and 15 min boiling time. The Rhodamine
staining is more di�cult to distinguish due to the contaminations but increases in quality
with longer incubation times.
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(a) DAPI, 20 min (b) Rhodamine, 20 min

(c) DAPI, 30 min (d) Rhodamine, 30 min

Figure 3.5: The two longest boiling times tested for an antigen retrieval in citrate bu�er.
It can be observed that the DAPI staining decreases in quality. The Rhodamine staining
is acceptable for the 20 min boiling time but decreases drastically for 30 min.
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to a false-positive staining, thus giving wrong high Apoptotic Indices. Note that the
following images for the changed Rhodamine staining protocols are taken for the same
kidney.

For an increase in concentration, the ratio of the Blocking solution and Anti-Digoxigenin
Conjugate was studied. As the mixing ratio was most likely optimized by the manufac-
turer, only smaller variations were tried. The ratio between the solutions is given by 48 %
to 52 %, with the Blocking solution being the larger portion in the resulting mixture.
Instead, it was tried to exchange the percentages, giving the Rhodamine-Complex the
higher concentration. The result can be seen in Figure 3.6. While the apoptotic stain-
ing can be well seen in the medulla, no staining could be observed in the cortex which
exhibits a higher auto�uorescence. This idea was thus abandoned.

Alternatively, the incubation time for the Rhodamine-Complex was lengthened up to
a factor of 1.5 to a �nal incubation time of 45 min. The result is shown in Figure 3.7.
Here, both in the medulla and the cortex, a positive, high intensity staining can be seen.
As this step gave positive results without failing for every try, this step was adopted into
the staining protocol. It should be mentioned that the longer incubation time should not
be exceeded, as even for this time interval, smaller false-positive could be observed at
some occasional glomerili. As these staining was seen as a very thin border strip, it will
later be �ltered and thus not disturb the evaluation. However, longer incubation times
will yield more noticeable false-positives and should thus be avoided.
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(a) DAPI, Medulla (b) Rhodamine, Medulla (c) Auto�uorescence, Medulla

(d) DAPI, Cortex (e) Rhodamine, Cortex (f) Auto�uorescence, Cortex

Figure 3.6: The recorded images both in the medulla and cortex if the ratio of Blocking solution and the Rhodamine-Complex is exchanged. In
the medulla, giving a lower background �uorescence, the staining variation yields positive results. In the cortex, no di�erence to the standard
protocol could be observed.
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(a) DAPI, Medulla (b) Rhodamine, Medulla (c) Auto�uorescence, Medulla

(d) DAPI, Cortex (e) Rhodamine, Cortex (f) Auto�uorescence, Cortex

Figure 3.7: The recorded images after a prolonged Rhodamine incubation time of 45 min. Both in the medulla and cortex, a positive staining
can be easily seen with a high intensity compared to the auto�uorescence.
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(a) DAPI, Medulla (b) DAPI, Cortex

Figure 3.8: The recorded images with an increased DAPI incubation time of 1.5 s. No
improved staining could be observed, neither in the medulla nor the cortex. Compare to
Images 3.6a, 3.6d, 3.7a and 3.7d.

Prolongation of the DAPI Incubation

To heighten the intensity of the DAPI signal and thus reduce the necessary �ltering
with the auto�uorescence image, it was tried to increase the DAPI incubation time. In
Figure 3.8, the result can be seen after an incubation prolonged by a factor of 1.5, yielding
a total incubation time of 1.5 min. As can be seen when comparing with Images 3.6a,
3.6d, 3.7a and 3.7d, the intensity does not increase. In fact, the signal in the medulla
seems more spread out compared to the more distinct nuclei in the standard incubation
time. Thus, this step was abandoned.

3.3.3 Optimized Protocol

Given the variations described in the previous section, an optimized TUNEL staining
protocol was created to suit the given tissue sections. Compared to the protocol recom-
mended by the manufacturer given in Subsection 3.3.1, two out of the six steps, namely
the protein digestion and Rhodamine incubation step, have to be changed. The optimized
protocol is then given as:

� Depara�nization and rehydration. No changes are done to the standard protocol.
The para�n is completely removed and the section rehydrated and no in�uence
can be seen on the auto�uorescence given changes in the protocol.

� Protein digestion. Here, an antigen retrieval step is included to precede the protein
digesting. Using citrate bu�er at pH 6, the slices are slowly boiled for 10 min before
being cooled down in water and incubated in Proteinase K.

� Incubation with TdT enzyme. No changes need to be done. Given the correct
antigen retrieval, the enzyme binds to the broken DNA as it should.

� Incubation with the �uorophore-antibody complex. Here, the incubation time with
the Rhodamine-Complex is increased to 45 min to heighten the intensity compared
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to the background �uorescence. Note that the following washing steps in PBS have
to be increased as well, in this case 6 washing steps �two minutes instead of 4 steps.

� DAPI counterstaining. No changes need to be made. An increase in incubation
time does not yield any positive e�ects on the staining intensity.

� Mounting on glass cover slips. No changes are necessary.

Given this changed protocol, the imaging and evaluation can be done as described in
the next section.

3.4 Imaging at the Confocal Microscope and Image

Evaluation

3.4.1 Microscope Set-Up

All imaging was done on a Zeiss LSM 500 Meta confocal microscope. This microscope
contains two channels that can be recorded either parallel or separately. Here, the main
information is given by two stainings, Rhodamine and DAPI, that are clearly separated
by their wavelength. Thus, they can be imaged simultaneously with a single �lter set-up
for both channels.

For recording the two channels, the following set-up was used: The DAPI �uorophores
were excited by a diode laser at a wavelength of 405 nm, while the Rhodamine was
excited by a HeNe-laser at a wavelength of 543 nm. The emitted light from the sample
was directed onto a beam splitter NFT545, letting the Rhodamine signal passing through
the splitter while the DAPI signal is re�ected towards the detector unit of the second
channel. To guaranty the detection of only emitted light, both channels contain a band-
pass �lter before the photomultiplier tubes. For the DAPI channel, a bandpass �lter
for wavelength' between 420 nm and 480 nm was used while the Rhodamine signal was
�ltered to only detect light between 560 nm and 615 nm.

Later, a third channel was introduced to measure the auto�uorescence signal. The
signal was chosen in such a way, that no signal was to be detected from either the DAPI
or Rhodamine. Thus, a laser was chosen that does not coincide with a maximum in
the �uorophores excitation spectra and a green emission spectrum was detected. Here,
an Ar-laser was taken with an excitation wavelength at 488 nm. As a beam splitter, a
NFT490 was used, transmitting light over 490 nm. Before the multiplier tube, a bandpass
�lter for wavelength between 505 nm and 550 nm was situated.

For the evaluation of the recorded images, a half-automated evaluation program has
been designed, as will be described in the following section. Note that in the following,
the channels are named after their main emission spectrum for easier understanding.
Thus, the DAPI channel is equivalent to the blue channel, the Rhodamine channel to the
red channel and the auto�uorescence channel to the green channel.

3.4.2 Evaluation with a Graphical User Interface

Due to the aforementioned high background �uorescence, it is crucial to �lter all images
from noise. This was done by by the third channel measuring auto�uorescence in the
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green emission wavelength to later subtract from the other two channels. To understand
the function of this masking, consider Figure 3.9. The upper row of images shows a part
of the cortex from an unstressed kidney stored for 24h in pure UW-solution. Studying the
green mask image, one can see that the auto�uorescence is considerably lower at areas
where nuclei can be found. Thus, subtracting this mask from the other two images will
reduce all �uorescence not stemming from the actual staining. The result with contrast
matching is provided in the lower row in the same �gure. The last image shows the
merged information of the �ltered images.

It was soon discovered, that the degree of �ltration is highly dependent on the channel
and the time elapsed between staining and imaging of the probe. The auto�uorescence
in the red channel of the Rhodamine was considerably higher then in the blue DAPI
channel for a fresh sample. For a sample stained one to two weeks before imaging,
the auto�uorescence in the blue channel increased dramatically while the red channel
remained mostly una�ected. A sample stained two weeks in advance needed the same
degree of �ltration in both channels.

For the image �ltration, only the intensity of each image was considered, thus resulting
in black and white images. For the �ltration process, a linear combination approach was
chosen, resulting in two equations:

BlueF iltered = dB ·BlueImage+ dG ·GreenImage (3.1)

RedFiltered = dR ·RedImage+ dG ·GreenImage (3.2)

where dB, dG and dR are the ampli�cations of the respective images. While these
equations yield good results in most images, it was discovered that images taken in
the medulla as well as images of very high auto�uorescence tend to have an additional
background noise. This noise results in a �ltered image that only �lters some background
�uorescence, highly pixel-dependent. Thus, for these cases an additional �lter, dGBlurr,
was applied that blurs the green channel before it is multiplied by dG.

To simplify and speed up both the �ltration and counting of nuclei, a graphical user
interface was programmed in MATLAB to automatize some of the evaluations. In the
following, the main features of the program are described. The interface that opens upon
program running is shown in Figure 3.10. For the interested reader, the complete code
can be found in the Appendix.
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(a) DAPI, un�ltered (b) Rhodamine, un�ltered (c) Auto�uorescence Mask

(d) DAPI, �ltered (e) Rhodamine, �ltered (f) Merged Filtered Images

Figure 3.9: The result of a masking process to subtract the auto�uorescence from recorded images. The upper row shows the original images
recorded on the microscope, both the channels for the �uorescence (3.9a and 3.9b) as well as the auto�uorescence (3.9c). The lower row of
images show the �ltered images for the DAPI and Rhodamine channel (3.9d and 3.9e) and the merged images of these (3.9f). Note that, for
demonstration purposes, these images have been obtained by image subtraction and contrast matching in ImageJ.
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Initialization

The initialization mostly consists of the opening of the image. By pressing the 'Load
File' button, the user can select the �le he/she wishes to evaluate. At the same time,
a sub-folder will be created in the same folder in which the �le is located. This folder
is named after the �le name for identi�cation, as well as the given date and time the
evaluation was initialized for this particular �le. Here, all results will later be saved for a
detailed documentation of the evaluation process. The date and time is given to separate
data in case the same �le is evaluated multiple times.

The �rst image of the blue channel is now displayed in the left �gure. Note that the
image is in black/white and the axis around the image disappear. Should the �le contain
a z-stack with multiple images for each channel, the �rst pop-up menu beside the load
button will be extended to the corresponding length. Here the user can now go through
all images for the channel by choosing a frame of interest. In the next pop-up menu, the
user can change to the red channel. Here, again, all frames can be studied separately.
To start the evaluation, the blue channel should be selected.

Evaluation of the DAPI Channel

Under the opened image, three �elds for editing can be found. In the �rst one, the linear
factor dB can be chosen. By default, this factor is always set to 1 and need not to be
changed. Under this factor, the scalar dG can be found and by default is set to 0.5.
Note that the factor is taken negatively during the calculation, meaning that the green
channel is multiplied by dG and subtracted from the blue channel. The last box gives
the blur factor if it should be needed, given in pixels for averaging. By default, it is set to
0, equivalent to no blurring. When later choosing this factor, it should be kept in mind
that the microscope already averages over 4 lines, thus, the factor should not be chosen
to high.

If all factors are chosen, the 'Calculate' button can be activated. The program will
now �lter the opened image according to Equation 3.1 with the given factors and display
the result in the right �gure. This procedure of choosing factors and �ltering can be done
repeatedly until an optimal image is found. Pressing the 'Find Nuclei' button now, the
program searches for circle-like structures in the image after applying a grey-threshold to
the �ltered image. The application of a grey-threshold �lter here is necessary to increase
the amount of correctly found nuclei. All found structures are drawn in red circles into
the �ltered image while the total amount of found nuclei is given in the white �eld under
the �gures.

The user is now invited to correct the result by adding and removing nuclei. Clicking
into the middle of a red circle will remove the circle while clicking outside de�ned circles
will add a nuclei in the form of a yellow cross. The amount of nuclei shown in the white
�eld is adjusted automatically. To undo the last step, the 'Undo' button can be used.
Should it become necessary to undo all hand-made adjustments, the 'Reset' button can
be used. Note that the previously automatically found nuclei will remain saved. An
example for the working interface can be found in Figure 3.11.

When all nuclei in the blue image are found, the channel pop-up menu above the
right �gure can be turned to 'Red Channel' to evaluate the Rhodamine Channel. Note
that a 'Save' is not yet required.
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Figure 3.10: The interface for the evaluation program upon opening. Note that the axis
beside the white �gures will disappear after the loading of a �le.

Figure 3.11: The interface during the evaluation of the blue channel. The red circles mark
automatically found nuclei while the yellow crosses mark the manually added nuclei. Note
that this is the same image as given in Figure 3.9.
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Evaluation of the Rhodamine Channel

The evaluation of the Rhodamine channel is similar to the evaluation of the DAPI channel
with a few exceptions. For all studied images, the required blurring in the green channel
must be higher when �ltering the red signal compared to the blue one. The same is true
for the amount of �ltering needed.

Additionally, a button called 'Overlay Blue' can now be used, found in the lower
right corner of the interface. Activating this button at any time will mark all found
nuclei in the blue channel by cyan crosses in the �ltered red image. This is done for two
reasons. Firstly, it could be seen that the auto�uorescence in the red channel often shows
a maximum between two nuclei. These maxima will hardly be a�ected by the �ltering
and will thus be detected as TUNEL positive nuclei by the program. The overlay will
make it possible to detect false positive and the user can remove those.

Another reason for the inclusion of an overlay can be seen in nuclei that are strongly
TUNEL positively stained. These nuclei have a highly broken DNA and only yield a
faint DAPI signal that can disappear during �ltering. While this fault can be neglected
in images with a high amount of nuclei with few apoptotic cells; for reverse cases, the
error becomes noticeable. The interface while working on the red channel can be found
in Figure 3.12.

When all apoptotic nuclei have been found, all data can be saved via the 'Save' but-
ton. A .mat-�le will be created named after the evaluated frame where the following can
be found: all parameters for the �ltering, all images, all program found nuclei in both
channels, all added and removed nuclei and the total of all nuclei in the saved image.
Should the user wish to revisit the results, all necessary data can be reused.

To determine the Apoptotic Index, the saved .mat-�le is opened in Matlab. The last
two entries in the �le are the �nal count of all nuclei found in both channels.

3.4.3 Di�erent Combinations of Magni�cation, Image Size and

Number of Images per Section

The size of a mammalian cell nucleus is about 6 µm. To image them for an easy detection,
a 63X magni�cation, plan apochromatic, oil immersion objective (N.A. = 1.4) was used
with a total image area of 0.02 mm2. Due to the relatively large size of the nucleus on
such an image, a low resolution of 512 x 512 pixels can be used which results in a short
scanning time for each image.

Scanning over the sections, it was observed that the apoptotic process did not occur
evenly over the whole sample but highly localized. This phenomena could also be seen
when taking between 10 to 30 images randomly over the total section and comparing
the Apoptotic Indices. Depending on where the images were taken, they could vary
from under 1 % to up to 6 % for an unstressed, non-ouabain treated kidney after 24h
storage. It is thus an essential question how much area has to be covered by the images
to reach a given error bound in the calculated Apoptotic Index. To determine this area, a
convergence test must be conducted for all used microscope settings. A convergence test
here means a test where varying amount of images are taken, evaluated and compared
to data sets of the same amount of images. Conducting such a test many times over the
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(a) Found TUNEL positive nuclei.

(b) TUNEL positive nuclei with marks for found DAPI positive nuclei.

Figure 3.12: The interface during the evaluation of the red channel. The red circles mark
automatically found nuclei while the yellow crosses mark the manually added nuclei. The
cyan crosses in the lower panel mark all DAPI positive nuclei that were found in the blue
channel. Note that this is the corresponding red channel image to the one evaluated in
Figure 3.11.
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same kidney section will give an answer to the standard deviation for each amount of
images.

The Apoptotic Index is de�ned as the ratio between apoptotic nuclei and all nuclei.
To evaluate a whole section, all nuclei for both categories have to be summed up. Then,
it holds:

AI =
]Nucleiapop
]Nucleitotal

(3.3)

=
]Nucleiapop

Atotal

/
]Nucleitotal

Atotal

(3.4)

where Atotal is the total area of the kidney section and ]Nucleii is the total amount
of nuclei in group i. As it is not the goal to scan the whole section due to its large area
but only some parts, the total area will also become a sum of smaller sub-areas. All
sub-areas will due to the microscope set-up be equally large.

Consider now the law of large numbers. Assume that only a �nite set of N images
is given covering sub-areas Ai. Then, an experimental Apoptotic Index AI(N) can be
de�ned by

AI(N) =
N∑
i=1

]Nucleiapopi/
N∑
i=1

]Nucleitotali (3.5)

=
N∑
i=1

]Nucleiapopi
Ai

/
N∑
i=1

]Nucleitotali
Ai

−−−→
N→∞

AI (3.6)

So for su�ciently large N , AI(N) is a reasonable approximation to AI.
To determine N, a kidney section was taken and imaged randomly large number NI

of times where it can be assumed that N < NI. Here, 200 images were taken in the
cortex and 96 images in the medulla on a section of an unstressed, non-ouabain treated
kidney after 24h storage. All images were evaluated with the evaluation program. Using
Matlab, the images were now put in a random order and the AI was determined for the
�rst image, the �rst two images and so forth until all images were evaluated. This process
was repeated automatically for 10000 to 50000 permutations after which the mean AI
was determined as well as the standard deviation. The result for 30000 permutations is
plotted in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that the mean Apoptotic Index stabilizes relatively
fast but that the deviations converge considerably slower. If one wants to include a
maximum of 10 % deviation from the mean, one has to take approximately 140 images in
the cortex as well as 50 images in the medulla. Note that the averages of the Apoptotic
Indices are near the results of a corresponding study found in Ref. [15].

The result of the convergence test yields not only a huge amount of data but also
means an imaging and evaluation time of days for each section. Instead, it was tried to
use an objective of less magni�cation in combination with a larger �eld of view. Here, a
25X magni�cation oil immersion objective (N.A. = 0.8) was used. The total area studied
on one image was taken to be 0.26 mm2. As a result, the information of approximately
10 images taken with the 63X objective could now be seen in one image. As the nuclei
now appeared smaller in comparison to the image dimensions, the amount of pixels per
frame had to be increased to 2048 x 2048 pixels.
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Figure 3.13: Result of the convergence test for a separated study of cortex (upper plot) and
medulla (lower plot). The blue line in the middle of each plot gives the mean Apoptotic
Index after 30000 permutations on the data set. The bars give the standard deviation.

As the area per image now complicates the separation of cortex and medulla in the
images, it was decided to interpret the section as a whole. Thus, taking the same kidney
for a convergence test as before, 35 images were recorded and evaluated. Here, it becomes
soon obvious that the graphical program previously described is not working for these
larger images.

Instead, a variation of the program was used, whose interface can be seen in Fig-
ure 3.14. Additional to the two pop-up menus from the original program, a third was
added called 'Select Subimage'. When the program is initialized, the images are divided
into 4 sub-images in a two by two grid fashion. During the evaluation, the sub-images
will be shown separately and have to be saved separately. The saved .mat-�les now get
an additional ending composed of the beginning 'SubI' and the number of the sub-image.
Note that for a statistically true evaluation, all nuclei in the sub-images per frames have
to be added in their corresponding group, either the apoptotic nuclei group or the total
nuclei group.

For the convergence test using a 25X objective, the test program using 10000 to 50000
permutations as described previously was used on the 34 recorded images. The result
for 30000 permutations can be seen in Figure 3.15. Conducting the same test on other
data sets, it was discovered that 20 images are always enough to remain under the 10 %
deviation boundary. However, comparing Figures 3.13 and 3.15, it can be seen that the
mean Apoptotic Index for a smaller magni�cation remains under the observed average
of the higher magni�cation. This phenomena was seen in various data sets and will be
discussed later.
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Figure 3.14: The graphical user interface for the program evaluating images of lower mag-
ni�cation. The red circled area denotes the di�erence compared to the original program.

Figure 3.15: Result of the convergence test for a study of a whole kidney section. The blue
line in the middle of each plot gives the mean Apoptotic Index after 30000 permutations
on the data set. The bars give the standard deviation. One image had to be disregarded
due to incomplete tissue coverage in the image.
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During the evaluation of the larger images, several problems were discovered that
have a noticeable impact on the determination of the detected nuclei in both the DAPI
and Rhodamine channel. These are:

1. Automatically found nuclei can no longer be removed.

2. Bright green signal is observed at the right edge of some images.

3. The green and red signal are no longer aligned.

4. Small areas of saturated pixels at nuclei can be seen.

5. Images of low DAPI signal in stacks of otherwise normal signal images are recorded.

Due to the high pixel rate of the images, it is no longer possible to remove automati-
cally found nuclei. Note that this is not a problem caused by program but is due to the
limitations both in Matlab and the resolution of the screen. A larger screen would rectify
this problem. However, it is still possible to add nuclei with the used screen.

The 25X objective used is no plan apochromat thus does not correct for the di�erent
refraction patterns depending on the wavelength. While this phenomena has only a
slight impact on the blue channel �ltering, the di�erence is very noticeable during the
red channel �ltering. When �ltering in the DAPI channel, some images will show a
decrease in the signal of nuclei along the right image edge. This is due to a heightening
in the signal in the green channel compared to the other channels. This phenomena is
mostly observed in images in the cortex with no glomerili at the right image edge. During
�ltering, it is important to be extra careful with the �ltering coe�cients as to not �lter
to much at the right edge or to little in the middle of the image. It was considered to
avoid this problem by dividing the image into 9 sub-images. This approach however had
no signi�cant in�uence on the �ltering as the area of high green signal is narrower than
the sub-image. The option of more sub-images was not considered, as the advantage
compared to the 63X objective images would be compromised.

Due to the aforementioned colour shift, �ltering in the red channel proved to be more
di�cult compared to the images with higher magni�cation. Using only low amounts of
blurring as before will yield false �ltered information as only the upper edge of cellular
structures will remain, e�ectively �ltering all positive staining apart from clusters. This
can be avoided by using higher amounts of blurring. However, the user should always
keep in mind that higher amounts of blurring reduces the detection of lower intensity
staining. Additionally, the linear factors for the �ltering should be set in such a way that
the �rst structures of the auto-�uorescent cytoplasm can be seen. Adjusting the factors,
at a certain point, the cytoplasm will appear as larger areas of noise, at which point it is
safest to automatically detect nuclei without detecting false signal in the cytoplasm.

Studying images in the cortex, it can be seen that some images show smaller areas
of saturated pixels. These pixels are in most cases coinciding with the nuclei found in
the respectively area. In rare cases, however, also the cytoplasm around the nuclei can
be saturated. This is mostly due to the technique used to gather these images. All
positions at which the images are to be taken are saved in advanced and later imaged
automatically by the microscope. This means, that all images are taken with the same
laser intensity, regardless of their surrounding. It could be seen that images in the cortex
exhibit higher degrees of auto�uorescence. Ideally, the laser intensity should be reduced
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Figure 3.16: A convergence test conducted on a section of a stressed, untreated kidney
using a 25X objective. The mean Apoptotic Index stabilizes fast and is considerable higher
then for an unstressed, untreated kidney section under the same conditions (compare Fig-
ure 3.15).

here. This is however not possible since all images taken in the medulla would then result
in low intensity images. As it is, some images of low background auto�uorescence still
show to low signals to be interpreted although the remaining frames of the same stack
can be evaluated without problems.

Instead of lowering the intensity, another approach was chosen. Studying images of
high amount of saturated pixels, two main scenarios could be observed: The saturated
pixels are only found in the nuclei. Here the �ltering work without problem but pre-
cautions have to be taken when searching for nuclei. In some images, the nuclei were
automatically found slightly outside their actual position. Since it is not possible to
remove the nuclei any longer due to resolution problems, this should simply be kept in
mind when studying the red channel with a blue overlay. In other images, the nuclei were
detected as multiple nuclei while at the same time neighbouring nuclei were not detected
at all. In these cases, one should not manually add the remaining nuclei as that would
lead to a higher total nuclei amount as it is the case in reality. The multiple detected
nuclei will be counted instead for the non-detected nuclei.

As an alternative scenario, the saturated pixels are also found in the cytoplasm. If
this is the case, �ltering will most likely fail, depending on the amount of saturated
pixels. Under these circumstances, the image can not be evaluated. Thus, for every
measurement, at least two extra images were taken. If those extra images were not
needed, two random images were removed from the evaluation.

Given the de�ciencies of a smaller magni�cation, the question must be raised if this
way of imaging gives any meaningful result. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the calculated
Apoptotic Indices are much lower compared to a larger magni�cation measurement or
the results given in Ref. [15]. So if the important part is to determine the exact amount
of apoptosis, it is necessary to choose the longer procedure, given in this work with a
63X oil immersion objective. However, studying the Apoptotic Indices of stressed and
unstressed negative control kidneys showed that a clear di�erence can be seen as should
be expected. An example of a convergence test of a stressed kidney section is plotted
in Figure 3.16. Thus, it can be assumed that should there exist a signi�cant di�erence
between treated and untreated kidneys, it will still be detected. As the objective of this
report was to determine if there exists a di�erence, the process using a 25X objective can
be used.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 Sample Preparation

It was shown that the �rst approach for the sample preparation yielded no images that
could be evaluated. Several steps had to be taken to ensure evaluable samples.

First of all, the section thickness had to be reduced from previously 10 µm to 5 µm
as it was not possible to see any staining due to high auto�uorescence in the tissue. This
yields better images with a DAPI positive staining but no TUNEL positive staining. Also,
the DAPI staining, while visible, still must be detected against high background �uores-
cence. For a TUNEL positive staining, an antigen retrieval step has to be introduced,
using a slow boiling process in citrate bu�er for 10 min. Furthermore, the Rhodamine
incubation time is lengthened by a factor 1.5. This now gives a detectable staining for
both �uorophores. However, the Rhodamine incubation is highly sensible to longer in-
cubation times. For a 45 min incubation time, some glomerili exhibit a thin �uorescent
layer around the boundary. This is a �rst sign of an over-expression of Rhodamine. Thus,
it is important to not exceed the given time.

The given variations in the sample preparation will not yield any di�erence in the
amount of auto�uorescence. According to [14], both Sudan Black and photobleaching
using UV light can reduce the amount of auto�uorescence in kidney tissue, ideally using
a combination of both. Sudan Black however was not used for risk of masking the
�uorescent signal at the nuclei. It was tried to use UV light with short exposure times,
however, that yielded no reduction on the background �uorescence. The recommended
exposure time of 2 h was not used as UV light is known to damage DNA, risking too
high Apoptotic Indices.

Instead, a digital approach was taken by recording the auto-�uorescence separately
and later subtract this channel from the other two recorded. This approach yields good
and reliable results as long as apochromatic objectives are used. If one uses other objec-
tives, problems can occur as described in the next section.

4.2 Sample Imaging and Evaluation

As discussed in Section 3.4, the choice of imaging and evaluation has a great in�uence
on the information that can be gained. Two combinations of microscope objective and
evaluation program were tested for this purpose, both having di�erent advantages and
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disadvantages.
First, a high magni�cation objective (63x) was tested. This objective gave clear

images with an even colour distribution due to being an apochromat objective. Fur-
thermore, due to the high magni�cation, it was su�cient to use a low image resolution,
resulting in fast image recording times. The resulting images show a clear cellular struc-
ture with reasonable large nuclei. This means that even point-shaped or low intensity
TUNEL staining can be detected accurately, independently of the image �ltration dur-
ing evaluation. Given these high quality images, the thus calculated Apoptotic Indices
should be near realistic values. Indeed, for the control group of unstressed kidneys, it
was shown that the values are near the values of a similar group found in Ref. [15].

However, this approach has a major disadvantage. Through convergence tests on
random images on the kidney sections, it was shown that at total of approximately 200
images have to be taken for a maximum of 10 % deviation in the Apoptotic Indices.
This is due to the high dependency of the position of the apoptosis. Consequently, it
was measured to take a day to image a single kidney section, additionally to several days
of image evaluation. It was considered to use a pre-de�ned positioning cycle1 to reduce
the time needed for the imaging, however, the idea was discarded due to its ine�ciency
for the posed problem. The long imaging working time stems mostly from the sample
repositioning and refocusing, which can not be reduced by the pre-de�ned cycle.

As an alternative, an objective of lesser magni�cation (25x) was tried. Enlarging
the �eld of view slightly, one image was now holding the information of previously 10
images of higher magni�cation. Theoretically, it should now have been su�cient to record
20 images, as they would cover the same area as given by the previously conducted
convergence tests. In fact, it was shown that 20 images always result in deviations less
then 10 %. For some data sets, even 18 images yielded deviations below that boundary.

Due to the smaller size of the nuclei in the image, it was necessary to increase the
resolution, in this case by a factor 16. This naturally led to a longer recording time for
each image. Contrary to the previous approach, it was possible to utilize pre-de�ned
positioning to decrease the time necessary to record all images. In total, an imaging time
of maximum 2 hours were needed.

While this approach saves much time in recording, it has some major disadvantages.
Most prominently, during the evaluation it becomes soon obvious that the calculated
Apoptotic Indices are considerable lower then the indices given by the images taken with
a higher magni�cation objective. The main reasons for this phenomena is the objective
quality as well as the screen resolution and MATLABs sensibility.

The used objective is, contrary to the previous one, not an achromatic objective, which
leads to a position shift between the di�erent color channels, most notably between the
green and red channels. As a result, it is necessary to average more in the green channel
before the �ltration of the red channel. This leads to a loss in information as point-shaped
and low intensity TUNEL staining are �ltered. Thus, the amount of apoptotic nuclei are
mostly underestimated. However, this phenomena is independent of the studied kidney
graft group and is a systematic error in all data sets.

Additionally, it was discovered that the resolution of the screen in combination with
the sensibility of MATLAB has an in�uence on the evaluation. It is now no longer
possible to remove automatically found nuclei although it is still possible to add nuclei as

1A pre-de�ned positioning cycle here means, that a set of positions (with x-, y- and z-coordinates)
are listed, saved and automatically run by the microscope.
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long as they have a minimum distance from their neighbouring nuclei. Thus, the amount
of total nuclei are mostly overestimated. This phenomena is also independent from the
studied kidney graft group and a systematic error on all data sets.

While some rules for the evaluation could be determined to reduce the e�ect of these
problems on the calculated results (compare Section 3.4.3), both problems could be
mostly avoided by two constructional changes. Instead of using the previously men-
tioned non-achromatic objective, an apochromatic objective of the same magni�cation
should be used. Furthermore, a larger screen should be used during evaluation to enable
the complete interaction of the user with evaluation program.

Given the advantages and disadvantages as described above, it is necessary to consider
what information is the most important one of the experiment. If one wants to know the
exact values for the Apoptotic Index for all four groups, one must take a high magni�-
cation objective, which will lead to long imaging and evaluation times. If one wants to
know if there exists a relative di�erence between the groups, it is su�cient to use a low
magni�cation objective, which will not necessarily lead to realistic values but can detect
di�erences between the groups. It should be noted that the staining protocol remains
una�ected from the chosen approach.
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Chapter 5

Summary

In this report, an experimental set-up was constructed to measure the in�uence of ouabain
on kidney grafts, using a rat model. The rats were euthanized after which the kidneys
were �ushed with pure transplantation solution or transplantation solution containing
ouabain before they were removed from the animal. They were then stored in their cor-
responding solution at 4◦ C. Afterwards, they were embedded into para�n and sectioned
with a microtome. To detect the degree of apoptosis, a TUNEL assay was conducted,
using Rhodamine as an apoptotic marker with a DAPI counterstain. The images were
recorded on a confocal microscope and evaluated with a graphical evaluation program
using MATLAB.

Initially, a storage time of 24 h and 48 h was considered. However, the degree of apop-
tosis, measured as the Apoptotic Index, was quite low for a 24 h storage time although
a longer storage time is discouraged by manufacturers of the storage solution. This is
most likely due to the very short surgery time for the rats compared to a real surgery
on humans. Thus, half of the kidneys were stressed after extraction before being im-
mersed into the storage solution. It could be shown that this gives considerably higher
Apoptotic Indices. Ultimately, there were four groups to consider: ouabain-untreated kid-
neys, ouabain-treated kidneys, ouabain-untreated stressed kidneys and ouabain-treated
stressed kidneys, all stored for 24 h.

For a positive TUNEL staining, it was shown that the kidney sections have to have
a maximal thickness of 5 µm. Furthermore, the manufacturer's staining protocol for the
TUNEL assay yielded no detectable apoptotic staining. It could be shown that it is
necessary to introduce an antigen retrieval step into the protocol as well as to prolong
the �uorophore incubation time. The major concern in the resulting images is the high
auto�uorescence in the cytoplasm which could not be safely reduced with chemical or
physical measures. Instead, the auto�uorescence was recorded separately to �lter the
images containing either Rhodamine or DAPI staining.

For the evaluation, a graphical user interface was programmed using MATLAB. This
program reads in the data sets recorded on the microscope, �lters the images with the
auto�uorescence image and automatically detects round nuclei. The user can determine
the amount of �ltering as well as blurring of the images and later both add and remove
nuclei. All data is later saved for later reproduction.

It could be shown that the quality of the results is highly dependent on the imaging
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and evaluation approach one chooses. For reliable values for the Apoptotic Indices for
each group, it was shown that a high magni�cation, plan apochromatic objective is nec-
essary. However, this leads to a high amount of needed data per kidney section for a
reasonable maximum deviation and long working times for recording and evaluation.

Alternatively, it was argued that to study the relative di�erence in the degree of apop-
tosis between the di�erent groups, it is su�cient to use a lower magni�cation objective.
This yields a lower amount of needed images per kidney sections and consequently a
shorter working time. However, this method is less sensible and yields evaluational prob-
lems due to screen resolutions. Furthermore, this approach could only be tested with
a non-achromatic objective, yielding problems in the �ltration. Still, for the negative
control groups, a di�erence in the degree of apoptosis could be clearly seen.

To study the in�uence of ouabain on kidney grafts more in detail, as a next step, su�-
ciently large data have to be recorded and evaluated. For a start, it is su�cient to use a
low magni�cation objective. It should be tested to use an apochromatic objective instead
of the previously used one to reduce the �ltration problems. Furthermore, it would be
advisable to use a screen of higher resolution for the evaluation. This will possibly still
result in lower Apoptotic Indices then found in literature references at which point it
should be considered to use a higher magni�cation objective should the exact values be
of interest.

A starting amount of data sets has been recorded but is not included in this report
due to the fact that the existing sample size is statistically not signi�cant yet.
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Evaluation Program Source Code

function varargout = TestGUI(varargin)
% TESTGUI MATLAB code for TestGUI.fig
% TESTGUI, by itself, creates a new TESTGUI or raises the existing
% singleton*.
%
% H = TESTGUI returns the handle to a new TESTGUI or the handle to
% the existing singleton*.
%
% TESTGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
% function named CALLBACK in TESTGUI.M with the given input arguments.
%
% TESTGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new TESTGUI or raises the
% existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
% applied to the GUI before TestGUI_OpeningFcn gets called. An
% unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
% stop. All inputs are passed to TestGUI_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Copyright Jana Hanke 2014-04-01
%
% This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
% it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
% the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
% (at your option) any later version.

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 31-Mar-2014 14:33:24

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name', mfilename, ...

'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @TestGUI_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @TestGUI_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback', []);

if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});

end

if nargout
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[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else

gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before TestGUI is made visible.
function TestGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to TestGUI (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for TestGUI
handles.output = hObject;

% Initialize GUI internal data structures

% First: Set GUI state
% states: 0 - Init
% 1 - Frame opened
% 2 - Blue frame init
% 3 - Blue calculated
% 4 - Blue found
% 5 - Blue manual editing
% 6 - Red frame init
% 7 - Red calculated
% 8 - Red found
% 9 - Red manual editing
% 10 - Saved
handles.state = 0;
handles.oldstate = 0;

% Blue overlay state
% states: 0 - not overlayed
% 1 - overlayed
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

% Initialize remaining variables
% filename, path, outdir
handles.filename = [];
handles.path = [];
handles.outdir = [];

% Frame number (saved in the GUI?)
% handles.frame = 0;

% Linear combination factors (will be saved in GUI later)
handles.initFacGB = 0.5;
handles.initFacGR = 0.5;
handles.initFacB = 1;
handles.initFacR = 1;
handles.initBlurrB = 0;
handles.initBlurrR = 0;
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% Data structures for determined nuclei
% First blue: This is the structure of automatically determined nuclei
% We intend to optimize memory management
handles.addNuclei = 20;
handles.blueNuclei = [];
% Vector of user deleted nuclei
handles.blueUserDeleted = [];
handles.lengthBlueUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nBlueUserDeleted = 0;
% Vector of user added nuclei
handles.blueUserAdded = [];
handles.lengthBlueUserAdded = 0;
handles.nBlueUserAdded = 0;
% Vector of history records
handles.blueHistory = [];
handles.lengthBlueHistory = 0;
handles.nBlueHistory = 0;
% Next similarly for red
handles.redNuclei = [];
handles.redUserDeleted = [];
handles.lengthRedUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nRedUserDeleted = 0;
handles.redUserAdded = [];
handles.lengthRedUserAdded = 0;
handles.nRedUserAdded = 0;
handles.redHistory = [];
handles.lengthRedHistory = 0;
handles.nRedHistory = 0;

% imshow overwrites callback functions!
handles.mouseEventCallback = ...

@(hObject,eventdata)TestGUI('FilteredFigure_ButtonDownFcn', ...
hObject,eventdata,guidata(hObject));

% End: Initialization

% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% Initialize input boxes
set(handles.SetFacG,'String',num2str(handles.initFacGB));
set(handles.SetFacB,'String',num2str(handles.initFacB));
set(handles.SetBlurr,'String',num2str(handles.initBlurrB));

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = TestGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;
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function SetFacB_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SetFacB (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of SetFacB as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of SetFacB as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function SetFacB_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SetFacB (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), ...

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in CalculateBG.
function CalculateBG_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to CalculateBG (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

switch handles.state
% blue cases
case {1,3}

% Calculate, show in Filtered
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);

case 4
% warning(Reset found?), reset blue lists, calculate, show in filtered
button = questdlg('Are you sure to reset found nuclei?', ...

'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = CalculateBGB_ResetLists(handles);
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);

end
case 5

% warning!!, reset lists
button = questdlg('Are you sure to reset manually found nuclei?', ...

'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = CalculateBGB_ResetLists(handles);
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);

end
% red cases
case {6,7}

% Calculate, show in filtered
handles = CalculateBGR_Exec(handles);

case 8
% analogous 4
button = questdlg('Are you sure to reset found nuclei?', ...
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'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = CalculateBGR_ResetLists(handles);
handles = CalculateBGR_Exec(handles);

end
case 9

% analogous 5
button = questdlg('Are you sure to reset manually found nuclei?', ...

'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = CalculateBGR_ResetLists(handles);
handles = CalculateBGR_Exec(handles);

end
case 10

% Error: Already saved
warndlg('Data already saved. Please use new frame', ...

'No frame','modal');
end
guidata(hObject,handles)

function handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles)

facB = str2num(get(handles.SetFacB,'string'));
if isempty(facB)

errordlg('Value in Amplification not a number!');
return

end
facG = str2num(get(handles.SetFacG,'string'));
if isempty(facG)

errordlg('Value in Reduction not a number!');
return

end
facBlurr = str2num(get(handles.SetBlurr,'string'));
if isempty(facBlurr)

errordlg('Value in Averaging not a number!');
return

end
if facBlurr == 0;

pic = imlincomb(facB,handles.dB,-facG,handles.dG);
else

H = fspecial('average',[facBlurr facBlurr]);
dGBlurred = imfilter(handles.dG,H,'replicate');
pic = imlincomb(facB,handles.dB,-facG,dGBlurred);

end
pic = max(min(pic,1),0);
h = imshow(pic,'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback);
handles.filteredB = pic;
handles.state = 3;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

function handles = CalculateBGR_Exec(handles)

facR = str2num(get(handles.SetFacB,'string'));
if isempty(facR)
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errordlg('Value in Amplification not a number!');
return

end
facG = str2num(get(handles.SetFacG,'string'));
if isempty(facG)

errordlg('Value in Reduction not a number!');
return

end
facBlurr = str2num(get(handles.SetBlurr,'string'));
if isempty(facBlurr)

errordlg('Value in Averaging not a number!');
return

end
if facBlurr == 0;

pic = imlincomb(facR,handles.dR,-facG,handles.dG);
else

H = fspecial('average',[facBlurr facBlurr]);
dGBlurred = imfilter(handles.dG,H,'replicate');
pic = imlincomb(facR,handles.dR,-facG,dGBlurred);

end
pic = max(min(pic,1),0);
h = imshow(pic,'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);
handles.filteredR = pic;
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback);
handles.state = 7;

function handles = CalculateBGB_ResetLists(handles)

handles.blueNuclei = [];
handles.nBlueUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nBlueUserAdded = 0;
handles.BlueHistory = 0;

function handles = CalculateBGR_ResetLists(handles)

handles.redNuclei = [];
handles.nRedUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nRedUserAdded = 0;
handles.redHistory = 0;

% --- Executes on button press in OpenStack.
function OpenStack_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to OpenStack (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

switch handles.state
case {0,10}

handles = OpenStack_Exec(handles);
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);

otherwise
button = questdlg('Nothing saved. Are you sure to continue?', ...

'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = OpenStack_Exec(handles);
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);

end
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end
guidata(hObject,handles)

function handles = OpenStack_Exec(handles)
% The real executor

[FileName, FilePath]=uigetfile('*.lsm',...
'Choose images to import',pwd,...
'MultiSelect','off');

if FilePath(1) == 0
warndlg('No file selected!','No File','modal');

else
handles.path = FilePath;
handles.filename = FileName;
% prepare output directory
c = fix(clock);
handles.outdir = [FileName(1:end-4), '_', ...

date, '_', ...
num2str(c(4),'%02u'),'-', num2str(c(5),'%02u'),'-', ...
num2str(c(6),'%02u')];

[succ,mess] = mkdir(FilePath,handles.outdir);
if ~succ

errordlg(mess,'Ooops...','modal');
handles.state = 0;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

else
rawStack = tiffread([FilePath FileName]);
handles.stack = rawStack;
NImage = length(rawStack);
% Update figure popup menu
framePopup = cell(NImage,1);
for i = 1:NImage

framePopup{i} = ['Frame ',num2str(i)];
end
set(handles.SelectFrame,'String',framePopup);
set(handles.SelectFrame,'Value',1); %First Frame
% Prepare channels
NChannels = length(rawStack(1).data);
if NChannels < 3

warndlg('No background channel (green) in file', ...
'OK??','modal');

end
handles.state = 10;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

end
end

function SetFacG_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SetFacG (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of SetFacG as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of SetFacG as a double
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function SetFacG_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SetFacG (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), ...

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in ButtonFacG.
function ButtonFacG_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to ButtonFacG (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- If Enable == 'on', executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border.
% --- Otherwise, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border or over OpenStack.
function OpenStack_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to OpenStack (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- If Enable == 'on', executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border.
% --- Otherwise, executes on mouse press in 5 pixel border or over CalculateBG.
function CalculateBG_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)

set(SetFacB,'visible','off')
% hObject handle to CalculateBG (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function CalculateBG_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to CalculateBG (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function ShowFigure_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to ShowFigure (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: place code in OpeningFcn to populate ShowFigure

% --- Executes on button press in FindNuc.
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function FindNuc_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to FindNuc (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

switch handles.state
case 3

% Blue image: find, display
handles = FindNuc_B_Exec(handles);

case 4
% do nothing

case 5
% Warn about reset, find, display
button = questdlg('Are you sure to reset manually found nuclei?', ...

'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = FindNuc_B_Exec(handles);
end

case 7
% Red image
handles = FindNuc_R_Exec(handles);

case 8
% do nothing

case 9
% Warn about reset, find, display
button = questdlg('Are you sure to reset manually found nuclei?', ...

'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')

handles = FindNuc_R_Exec(handles);
end

otherwise
% Error!

end
guidata(hObject,handles)

function handles = FindNuc_B_Exec(handles)

pic = handles.filteredB;
level = graythresh(pic); % try thresholding
BW = im2bw(pic,level);
[centersBW,radiiBW] = imfindcircles(BW,[6,13], ...

'method','twostage','sensitivity',0.8);
viscircles(centersBW,radiiBW,'Edgecolor','r','DrawBackgroundCircle',false);
blueNuc = num2str(length(radiiBW));
set(handles.BlueN, 'string',blueNuc);

handles.blueNuclei.centers = centersBW;
handles.blueNuclei.radii = radiiBW;
handles.nBlueUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nBlueUserAdded = 0;

handles.initFacGB = str2num(get(handles.SetFacG,'String'));
handles.initFacB = str2num(get(handles.SetFacB,'String'));
handles.initBlurrB = str2num(get(handles.SetBlurr,'String'));

handles.state = 4;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
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set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

function handles = FindNuc_R_Exec(handles)

pic = handles.filteredR;
level = graythresh(pic); % try thresholding
BW = im2bw(pic,level);
[centersBW,radiiBW] = imfindcircles(pic,[6,13], ...

'method','twostage','sensitivity',0.8);
viscircles(centersBW,radiiBW,'Edgecolor','r','DrawBackgroundCircle',false);
blueNuc = num2str(length(radiiBW));
set(handles.BlueN, 'string',blueNuc);

handles.redNuclei.centers = centersBW;
handles.redNuclei.radii = radiiBW;
handles.nRedUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nRedUserAdded = 0;

handles.initFacGR = str2num(get(handles.SetFacG,'String'));
handles.initFacR = str2num(get(handles.SetFacB,'String'));
handles.initBlurrR = str2num(get(handles.SetBlurr,'String'));

handles.state = 8;

% --- Executes on selection change in SelectFrame.
function SelectFrame_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SelectFrame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns SelectFrame
% contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from SelectFrame

switch handles.state
case 0

errordlg('No file opened!','No file');
case 10

handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);
otherwise

button = questdlg('Nothing saved. Are you sure to continue?', ...
'Warning', 'Yes','Cancel','Cancel');

if strcmp(button,'Yes')
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);

end
end
guidata(hObject,handles)

function handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles)

im = get(handles.SelectFrame,'Value');
handles.dB = im2double(handles.stack(im).data{1});
handles.dR = im2double(handles.stack(im).data{2});

if length(handles.stack(1).data) == 2
handles.dG = zeros(size(handles.dB));

else
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handles.dG = im2double(handles.stack(im).data{3});
end
set(handles.SelectChannel,'Value',1); % Blue
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));
set(handles.BlueN,'String','0');
handles.oldstate = 0;

imshow(handles.dB,'Parent',handles.ShowFigure);
h = imshow(ones(size(handles.dB)),'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);

% delete previous image
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback); % Not really necessary here

set(handles.SetFacG,'String',num2str(handles.initFacGB));
set(handles.SetFacB,'String',num2str(handles.initFacB));

handles.state = 1;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function SelectFrame_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SelectFrame (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), ...

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on selection change in SelectChannel.
function SelectChannel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SelectChannel (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: contents = cellstr(get(hObject,'String')) returns SelectChannel
% contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from SelectChannel

val = get(handles.SelectChannel,'Value');

state = handles.state;
switch val

case 1
% Goto blue
switch state

%case {0,1,2,3,4,5}
% Nothing: We are in a blue state

case {6,7,8,9}
% We are red! (Save: Vales only available in GUI: initFac)
handles.initFacGR = str2num(get(handles.SetFacG,'String'));
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handles.initFacR = str2num(get(handles.SetFacB,'String'));
handles.initBlurrR = str2num(get(handles.SetBlurr,'String'));
switch handles.oldstate

case 1
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);

case 3
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);

case 4
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);
handles = FindNuc_B_Exec(handles);

case 5
tmpBlueAdded = handles.nBlueUserAdded;
tmpBlueDeleted = handles.nBlueUserDeleted;
handles = SelectFrame_Exec(handles);
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);
handles = FindNuc_B_Exec(handles);
% Replay user actions!! length and contents are NOT
% reset!
handles.nBlueUserAdded = tmpBlueAdded;
handles.nBlueUserDeleted = tmpBlueDeleted;
redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.blueNuclei.centers, ...

handles.blueNuclei.radii, ...
handles.blueUserDeleted,handles.nBlueUserDeleted, ...
handles.blueUserAdded,handles.nBlueUserAdded,...
handles.filteredB);

end
handles.oldstate = state;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));
if isempty(handles.blueNuclei)

set(handles.BlueN,'String','0');
else

set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...
num2str(length(handles.blueNuclei.radii)+ ...

handles.nBlueUserAdded-handles.nBlueUserDeleted));
end

%otherwise
% Nothing

end
case 2

% Goto red
switch handles.state

case {0,1,2,3,4,5}
% Switch to red
handles.initFacGB = str2num(get(handles.SetFacG,'String'));
handles.initFacB = str2num(get(handles.SetFacB,'String'));
handles.initBlurrB = str2num(get(handles.SetBlurr,'String'));
switch handles.oldstate

case {0,6}
handles = RedInit_Exec(handles);

case 7
handles = RedInit_Exec(handles);
handles = CalculateBGB_Exec(handles);

case 8
handles = RedInit_Exec(handles);
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handles = CalculateBGR_Exec(handles);
handles = FindNuc_R_Exec(handles);

case 9
tmpRedAdded = handles.nRedUserAdded;
tmpRedDeleted = handles.nRedUserDeleted;
handles = RedInit_Exec(handles);
handles = CalculateBGR_Exec(handles);
handles = FindNuc_R_Exec(handles);

% Replay user actions!!
handles.nRedUserAdded = tmpRedAdded;
handles.nRedUserDeleted = tmpRedDeleted;
redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.redNuclei.centers, ...

handles.redNuclei.radii, ...
handles.redUserDeleted,handles.nRedUserDeleted, ...
handles.redUserAdded,handles.nRedUserAdded,...
handles.filteredR);

if handles.blueOverlay
redrawOverlay(handles);

end
end
handles.oldstate = state;
if isempty(handles.redNuclei)

set(handles.BlueN,'String','0');
else

set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...
num2str(length(handles.redNuclei.radii)+ ...

handles.nRedUserAdded-handles.nRedUserDeleted));
end

%case {6,7,8,9}
% Nothing: We are red!

%otherwise
% Nothing

end
otherwise

warning('Cannot happen!');
end
guidata(hObject,handles)

function handles = RedInit_Exec(handles)

imshow(handles.dR,'Parent',handles.ShowFigure);
h = imshow(ones(size(handles.dR)),'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);

% delete previous image
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback);

set(handles.SetFacG,'String',num2str(handles.initFacGR));
set(handles.SetFacB,'String',num2str(handles.initFacR));
set(handles.SetBlurr,'String',num2str(handles.initBlurrR));

handles.state = 6;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function SelectChannel_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SelectChannel (see GCBO)
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% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: listbox controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), ...

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end

% --- Executes on button press in SaveButton.
function SaveButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SaveButton (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Logics: When both channels are handled, save
s = handles.state;
os = handles.oldstate;
if os < s

s = os;
os = handles.state;

end

if ((s == 4) || (s == 5)) && ((os == 8) || (os == 9))
% OK, save
data.dR = handles.dR;
data.dB = handles.dB;
data.dG = handles.dG;
data.facGB = handles.initFacGB;
data.facGR = handles.initFacGR;
data.facB = handles.initFacB;
data.facR = handles.initFacR;
data.blurrB = handles.initBlurrB;
data.blurrR = handles.initBlurrR;
data.redNuclei = handles.redNuclei;
data.redUserDeleted = handles.redUserDeleted(1:handles.nRedUserDeleted);
data.redUserAdded = handles.redUserAdded(1:handles.nRedUserAdded);
data.blueNuclei = handles.blueNuclei;
data.blueUserDeleted = handles.blueUserDeleted(1:handles.nBlueUserDeleted);
data.blueUserAdded = handles.blueUserAdded(1:handles.nBlueUserAdded);

data.blueNN = length(handles.blueNuclei.radii)+ ...
handles.nBlueUserAdded-handles.nBlueUserDeleted;

data.redNN = length(handles.redNuclei.radii)+ ...
handles.nRedUserAdded-handles.nRedUserDeleted;

outfile = [handles.path,'/',handles.outdir,'/', ...
'Frame_',num2str(get(handles.SelectFrame,'Value')),'.mat'];

save(outfile,'data');
handles.state = 10;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));
guidata(hObject,handles)

else
warndlg('Nuclei counting not completed. Nothing saved', ...
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'Save alert','modal');
end

% --- Executes on button press in UndoButton.
function UndoButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to UndoButton (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

switch handles.state
case 5

if handles.nBlueHistory > 0
if handles.blueHistory( handles.nBlueHistory) % added?

handles.nBlueUserAdded = handles.nBlueUserAdded-1;
else % no, deleted

handles.nBlueUserDeleted = handles.nBlueUserDeleted-1;
end
handles.nBlueHistory = handles.nBlueHistory-1;
set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...

num2str(length(handles.blueNuclei.radii)+...
handles.nBlueUserAdded-handles.nBlueUserDeleted));

redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.blueNuclei.centers, ...
handles.blueNuclei.radii, ...
handles.blueUserDeleted,handles.nBlueUserDeleted, ...
handles.blueUserAdded,handles.nBlueUserAdded,handles.filteredB);

end
case 9

if handles.nRedHistory > 0
if handles.redHistory( handles.nRedHistory) % added?

handles.nRedUserAdded = handles.nRedUserAdded-1;
else % no, deleted

handles.nRedUserDeleted = handles.nRedUserDeleted-1;
end
handles.nRedHistory = handles.nRedHistory-1;
set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...

num2str(length(handles.redNuclei.radii)+ ...
handles.nRedUserAdded-handles.nRedUserDeleted));

redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.redNuclei.centers, ...
handles.redNuclei.radii, ...
handles.redUserDeleted,handles.nRedUserDeleted, ...
handles.redUserAdded,handles.nRedUserAdded,handles.filteredR);

if handles.blueOverlay
redrawOverlay(handles);

end
end

end
guidata(hObject,handles)

% --- Executes on button press in ResetButton.
function ResetButton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to ResetButton (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

switch handles.state
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case 5
handles.nBlueUserAdded = 0;
handles.nBlueUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nBlueHistory = 0;
handles.state = 4;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));
% redraw
redrawReset(handles,handles.blueNuclei.centers, ...

handles.blueNuclei.radii,handles.filteredB);
set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...

num2str(length(handles.blueNuclei.radii)));
case 9

handles.nRedUserAdded = 0;
handles.nRedUserDeleted = 0;
handles.nRedHistory = 0;
handles.state = 8;
% redraw
redrawReset(handles,handles.redNuclei.centers, ...

handles.redNuclei.radii,handles.filteredR);
if handles.blueOverlay

redrawOverlay(handles);
end
set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...

num2str(length(handles.redNuclei.radii)));
end
guidata(hObject,handles)

function redrawReset(handles,centers,radii,pic);
h = imshow(pic,'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback);

viscircles(centers,radii,'Edgecolor','r','DrawBackgroundCircle',false);

% --- Executes on button press in ShowAll.
function ShowAll_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to ShowAll (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of ShowAll

switch handles.state
case {7,8,9}

handles.blueOverlay = (get(handles.ShowAll,'Value') ~= 0);
if handles.state > 7

redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.redNuclei.centers, ...
handles.redNuclei.radii, ...
handles.redUserDeleted,handles.nRedUserDeleted, ...
handles.redUserAdded,handles.nRedUserAdded,handles.filteredR);

else
h = imshow(handles.filteredR,'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback);

end
if handles.blueOverlay

redrawOverlay(handles);
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end
otherwise

%blueOverlay should be false!
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

end
guidata(hObject,handles)

% --- Executes on mouse press over axes background.
function ShowFigure_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to ShowFigure (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% --- Executes on mouse press over axes background.
function FilteredFigure_ButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to FilteredFigure (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

CP = get(handles.FilteredFigure,'CurrentPoint');
x = CP(1,1);
y = CP(1,2);

switch handles.state
case {4,5}

% blue
[nDel,lDel,del,nAdd,lAdd,add,nHist,lHist,hist] = ...

evalMouseEvent(handles.blueNuclei.centers,...
handles.blueNuclei.radii, ...
handles.nBlueUserDeleted,handles.lengthBlueUserDeleted, ...
handles.blueUserDeleted,handles.nBlueUserAdded, ...
handles.lengthBlueUserAdded, handles.blueUserAdded, ...
handles.nBlueHistory,handles.lengthBlueHistory, ...
handles.blueHistory,handles.addNuclei,x,y);

handles.nBlueUserDeleted = nDel;
handles.lengthBlueUserDeleted = lDel;
handles.blueUserDeleted = del;
handles.nBlueUserAdded = nAdd;
handles.lengthBlueUserAdded = lAdd;
handles.blueUserAdded = add;
handles.lengthBlueHistory = lHist;
handles.nBlueHistory = nHist;
handles.blueHistory = hist;
set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...

num2str(length(handles.blueNuclei.radii)+nAdd-nDel));

redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.blueNuclei.centers,...
handles.blueNuclei.radii, ...
del,nDel,add,nAdd,handles.filteredB);

handles.state = 5;
handles.blueOverlay = false;
set(handles.ShowAll,'Value',get(handles.ShowAll,'Min'));

case {8,9}
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% red
[nDel,lDel,del,nAdd,lAdd,add,nHist,lHist,hist] = ...

evalMouseEvent(handles.redNuclei.centers,...
handles.redNuclei.radii, ...
handles.nRedUserDeleted,handles.lengthRedUserDeleted, ...
handles.redUserDeleted,handles.nRedUserAdded, ...
handles.lengthRedUserAdded, handles.redUserAdded, ...
handles.nRedHistory,handles.lengthRedHistory, ...
handles.redHistory,handles.addNuclei,x,y);

handles.nRedUserDeleted = nDel;
handles.lengthRedUserDeleted = lDel;
handles.redUserDeleted = del;
handles.nRedUserAdded = nAdd;
handles.lengthRedUserAdded = lAdd;
handles.redUserAdded = add;
handles.lengthRedHistory = lHist;
handles.nRedHistory = nHist;
handles.redHistory = hist;
set(handles.BlueN,'String', ...

num2str(length(handles.redNuclei.radii)+nAdd-nDel));

redrawFiltFig(handles,handles.redNuclei.centers,...
handles.redNuclei.radii, ...
del,nDel,add,nAdd,handles.filteredR);

if handles.blueOverlay
redrawOverlay(handles);

end

handles.state = 9;
end
guidata(handles.FilteredFigure,handles)

function [nDel,lDel,del,nAdd,lAdd,add,nHist,lHist,hist] = ...
evalMouseEvent(centers,radii,nDel,lDel,del,nAdd,lAdd,add, ...

nHist,lHist,hist,nProl,x,y)

% Find closest match for mouse event
reldist = sqrt((centers(:,1)-x).^2+(centers(:,2)-y).^2)./radii;
reldist(del(1:nDel)) = Inf;
[d,j] = min(reldist);

if isfinite(d) && (d <= 1)
% delete a necleus
nDel = nDel+1;
if nDel > lDel

del = [del;zeros(nProl,1)];
lDel = lDel+nProl;

end
del(nDel) = j;
res = false; % delete a nucleus

else
% add a nucleus
nAdd = nAdd+1;
if nAdd > lAdd

add = [add;zeros(nProl,2)];
lAdd = lAdd+nProl;

end
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add(nAdd,:) = [x,y];
res = true; % add a nucleus

end

nHist = nHist+1;
if nHist > lHist

hist = [hist;false(nProl,1)];
lHist = lHist+nProl;

end
hist(nHist) = res;

function redrawFiltFig(handles,centers,radii,del,nDel,add,nAdd,pic)

% redraw the blue/red image in states 5/9
h = imshow(pic,'Parent',handles.FilteredFigure);
set(h,'ButtonDownFcn',handles.mouseEventCallback);

sel = true(length(radii),1);
sel(del(1:nDel)) = false;
centers = centers(sel,:);
radii = radii(sel);
viscircles(centers,radii,'Edgecolor','r','DrawBackgroundCircle',false);

% insert crosses
if nAdd > 0

isHoldOn = ishold;
hold on
cObj = onCleanup(@()preserveHold(isHoldOn)); % Stolen from viscircles

plot(add(1:nAdd,1),add(1:nAdd,2),'y+','LineWidth',2,'MarkerSize',10);
end

function redrawOverlay(handles)

% recreate list of blue nuclei centers
sel = true(length(handles.blueNuclei.radii),1);
sel(handles.blueUserDeleted(1:handles.nBlueUserDeleted)) = false;
centers = [handles.blueNuclei.centers(sel,:); ...

handles.blueUserAdded(1:handles.nBlueUserAdded,:)];

if size(centers,1) > 0
isHoldOn = ishold;
hold on
cObj = onCleanup(@()preserveHold(isHoldOn)); % Stolen from viscircles

plot(centers(:,1),centers(:,2),'cx','MarkerSize',10);
end

function preserveHold(wasHoldOn)
% Function for preserving hold behavior on exit
if ~wasHoldOn

hold off
end

function SetBlurr_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SetBlurr (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
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% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of SetBlurr as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of SetBlurr as a double

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function SetBlurr_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to SetBlurr (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns called

% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), ...

get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');

end
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